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LinkedIn Keeps Changing It Up – A Brief Guide to Recent Changes 

by Barb Giamanco 

You’ve probably noticed that LinkedIn continues to make changes to the platform. 

There are so many rolling out – and at various times with no real warning (except if you 

read their blog) – that you might be having trouble keeping up.  

In an earlier post, I talked about changes to the navigation structure, which you can 

read about here. 

In this brief guide to what’s changed, learn about these feature changes and additions: 

 Who’s Viewed Your Updates 

 Unified Search 

 Groups 

 Company Page Analystics 

 Sponsored Updates 

 Education 

Who’s Viewed Your Updates 

The sharing of content is a core component of today’s 

social selling strategy. Visibility counts, as does being 

able to demonstrate that you are a thought leader in 

your field. But how do you know if anyone is actually 

paying attention to what you are sharing? Well, now 

you can. 

LinkedIn provides you with the ability to monitor how 

well the content you share resonates with your 

audience. On the home page, you find the feature in 

the right sidebar beneath Who’s Viewed Your Profile. 

Quickly, you will be able to see the number of people 

who Viewed what you shared, who Liked the content 

or who added their Comment. Pretty cool insights to help you determine quickly what 

content works and what doesn’t. You can also scroll back through prior updates to 

compare numbers against prior topics. 

 

http://scs-connect.com/new-linkedin-navigation/
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Search 

Unified search is the term used for a streamlined way to 

search the information on LinkedIn whether it is People, 

Companies, Groups, Jobs or your Inbox. You don’t even 

need to select the drop down arrow to the left to select 

your topic. As you can see in the picture, I typed in the 

word “sales” and those things that are related to sales 

pop up in an ordered list. 

As happens when changes are made, some features are 

gone that you may have liked. If you were a fan of 

searching Updates AKA Signal to find content that others 

were sharing quickly, you’ll be disappointed to know that 

– for now anyway – that feature is gone. I’ll keep you 

posted if that changes. 

Groups 

On August 22nd, LinkedIn rolled out the 

redesign of groups to English speaking 

members first. 

According to LinkedIn, in keeping with their 

strategy for making LinkedIn easier and 

simpler to use, they’ve brought a new 

streamlined, more graphic look to groups. 

The benefit is it gives Group managers and 

Group members customize and visually 

differentiate their conversation space. 

Smartly used and groups let you 

demonstrate your cred in your particular 

industry. I said smartly used because there 

are (unfortunately) many people who see 

groups as a fast track to sales deals. They 

want to fly by and drop in their promotions 

mistakenly assuming that doing so will lead 

to sales results. This approach is akin to 

walking into a networking meeting and flinging a pile of your sales propaganda out into 

the audience of attendees.  
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The best managed groups have clear guidelines for participation. Break the rules; you’ll 

be booted from the group. Worse, or better depending on your perspective, if you are 

flagged as a spammer in one group, you are automatically moderated in any other 

groups you belong to. Read this post to learn about SWAM – Sitewide Auto Moderation, 

which LinkedIn rolled out earlier this year. 

Company Page Analytics 

Managers of their Company page now 

have deeper insight into the content that 

is making the biggest Impressions, 

driving action such as Clicks on your 

content, company or logo, encouraging 

Interaction through likes, shares and 

comments or increasing the number of 

Followers acquired. 

In addition to evaluating your content 

strategies by understanding the content 

you followers are most interested in, you 

can also keep abreast of the demographics of your page followers. As an example our 

SCS company page attracts Managers and above, but you can see that the highest 

percentage is Senior level at 29.9%. That information means I can better tailor the 

content to focus on 

the issues most 

important to them. 

  

http://scs-connect.com/have-you-been-swamd/
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Sponsored Updates 

To increase following and exposure 

of your Updates beyond those 

people presently following your 

company page, you can pay to 

sponsor your updates.  

In beta testing companies like 

Hubspot saw a significant return on 

their investment. They had this to 

say, “In the search for quality leads, 

HubSpot, a pioneer of inbound 

marketing, used LinkedIn Sponsored Updates to reach marketing professionals with 

timely, relevant content in the LinkedIn feed. As a result, LinkedIn drove more qualified 

leads than any other paid lead generation platform during the campaign period.” 

Education 

This feature is found underneath the Interests tab on 

the navigation bar. It gives YOU, as a LinkedIn member, 

an opportunity to stay connected to the school you 

attended, keep up with their news and connect with 

other alumni.  

For students, they can now start building their network 

with classmates, alumni and potential employers. I love 

that students are able to better prepare themselves for landing an internship or first big 

job out of college using the LinkedIn platform. Sort of a “dig your well before you are 

thirsty” kind of feature. 

Prospective students can research 23,000 college institutions and ask questions of 

students and alumni and learn about what’s happening on campus.  

For the learning institutions themselves, this new LinkedIn feature provides a way to 

attract prospective students to their university page to check out what they offer and 

the types of careers that former students have embarked upon.  

Finally, as with Company Pages, you have the ability to Follow the institution to stay on 

top of current happenings. 

 

http://www.linkedin.com/edu/?trk=nav_responsive_sub_nav_edu
http://www.amazon.com/Your-Well-Before-Youre-Thirsty/dp/0385485468
http://www.amazon.com/Your-Well-Before-Youre-Thirsty/dp/0385485468
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